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Abstract: The plasma radiation is an essential part of the power balance in current and future
magnetic confinement fusion experiments and gives crucial insight for the challenges of power
exhaust and divertor detachment as well as valuable information to understand plasma instabilities
and transport effects. It is typically measured using various types of bolometers. Present day
experimental devices, both the tokamak and stellarator, make use of metal resistor bolometers
and infrared imaging video bolometers (IRVB), depending on the main focus of the respective
measurement. The well-established sensor for absolutely calibrated measurements is the metal
resistor bolometer. AXUV diodes, often used in conjunction with bolometers, are ideal for observing
fast transient events in a plasma due to their very short response times, but their sensitivity varies
significantly over the full radiation spectrum and degrades over their lifetime. In cases where many
lines-of-sight are needed to observe radiation profiles in complex geometries IRVB offers the ability
to integrate high channel counts in rather narrow installation volumes. Fibre-optic bolometers are
a new development promising measurements immune to electro-magnetic interference. These
diagnostic concepts are presented as well as their pros and cons.
For future devices like ITER and DEMO, R&D efforts are required to adapt sensors and
diagnostic schemes to the harsh nuclear environment. An overview will be given over the activities
for sensor development and integration challenges, which may also be relevant for long pulse
operation in present experiments.
Keywords: Photon detectors for UV, visible and IR photons (vacuum), Nuclear instruments and
methods for hot plasma diagnostics, bolometer, ITER, DEMO
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1

Introduction

Plasma radiation is an essential part of the overall power balance in present and future fusion devices.
In steady state conditions the power input to the plasma from fusion reactions and external heating
input is balanced by the convective and conductive losses to the first wall and the power emitted
through electromagnetic radiation and generated by nuclear reactions, i.e. the power due to the
kinetic energy of neutrons and alpha particles from the fusion reactions. In case of non-stationarity,
in particular when the plasma changes confinement states like in transitions between low and high
confinement regimes or during disruptions, the temporal change of the plasma energy has to be
considered, too. As part of this power balance, the plasma radiation can be used to tailor the thermal
load to the wall, is an important indicator of instabilities and transport processes and can trigger
disruptions or help mitigate them.
The expected heat flux densities to the target elements of the divertor in ITER can reach values
up to 50 MW/m2 if not mitigated and for DEMO this can exceed 300 MW/m2 . As material limits
are only of the order of 10 MW/m2 in ITER and reduced to 5 MW/m2 in DEMO due to the higher
neutron fluences [1]. Consequently, the power dissipation due to radiation needs to be increased
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to values of 95 % or higher. This can be achieved by impurity seeding with elements like N, Ne,
Ar or Kr [2, 3]. However, to control the radiated fraction a good signal accuracy will be required
to be able to distinguish between few percent of the measured total radiation as a radiated fraction
above 100 % will result in the radiative collapse of the plasma. All these elements will produce
different radiation distributions. In particular in the divertor region plasma simulations predict very
localized radiation patterns [4, 5]. To diagnose them a good spatial resolution will be needed.
Disruptions are an abrupt end to a plasma discharge which can happen for a variety of reasons.
Common to all disruptions is that the energy of the plasma is dissipated in a very short time of
the order of ms resulting in some of the strongest light sources in the world and also to very high
forces on all machine parts [6, 7]. Thus, the effect of disruptions need to be mitigated by dissipating
the plasma energy as an evenly distributed radiation instead of allowing localized heat fluxes and
forces. Accordingly, radiation measurements can help to study and improve disruption mitigation
methods. However, a high temporal resolution of 1 ms or less is required.
Bolometers are typically used to measure the plasma radiation. A good overview of bolometer
diagnostics, their original developments and applications up to 2008 have been given in [8]. This
article aims at reviewing the recent developments of bolometer sensor types and diagnostic design
aspects. After a brief introduction to the principles of a bolometer diagnostic in section 2 the various
types of bolometer sensors will be presented in section 3, discussing measurement principles as
well as advantages and drawbacks. Section 4 gives then an overview of the recent and ongoing
developments relevant for present and future fusion devices. Finally, section 5 presents an outlook
towards a potential concept for radiation measurement on a reactor like device as DEMO before
concluding.

2

Bolometer diagnostic principles

A bolometer consists in general of an absorber and a thermometer (figure 1). The radiative power
to be measured is deposited into the absorber and thus increases its temperature. This increase
in temperature is monitored by the thermometer which translates the temperature increase into a
measurement signal proportional to the absorbed radiated power. According to this measurement
Absorber

Thermometer

Substrate

Figure 1. Bolometer principle: the radiated power is deposited in the absorber whose temperature increase
is measured by a thermometer and thus generating a measurement signal. The substrate carrying absorber
and thermometer has to allow efficient thermal transfer between absorber and thermometer.

principle bolometers detect the total radiated power, integrated over a wide energy spectrum,
typically from the near IR up to the soft-X energy range.
The region of the plasma from which radiation is detected in each sensor is defined by the
geometry of the camera. Pin-hole or collimator cameras must be used to define the desired fields
of view; refractive or collimating optics would absorb part of the energy spectrum to be detected
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and thus prevent the diagnostic from actually measuring the total radiation. Detailed descriptions
of how the geometry of these camera types can be calculated are given in [8–10].
A bolometer sensor measures the radiative power only integrated along a line-of-sight (LOS).
By using the measurements from many LOS, the local radiation emission profile can be reconstructed. The LOS integrated signal fi for each LOS i is given by
∬
fi =
Ki (x, y)g(x, y)dxdy,
(2.1)
with the 2D emission profile g(x, y) and the geometry of the LOS viewing cone Ki (x, y). Inversion
of such an integral equation is often classified as an ill-posed problem, for which there is no unique
solution because of the finite sampling, and a differential operator in the inverse amplifies noise
present in the input data [8]. Many different inversion methods have been devised over the years to
calculate g(x, y) from the LOS geometry and the measured LOS integrated signals using a variety of
regularization methods. The latter make use of additional knowledge about the specific arrangement
at hand to restrict the number of solutions. Many publications for those exist in literature. A good
overview of the problem and the major regularisation methods employed for magnetic confinement
fusion is given in [8]. Without going further into details in this article, let it suffice to point out that,
in order to achieve a correct interpretation of the results one has to account in the reconstruction
for measurement errors of fi and the correct widening of the field of view. In particular for the
latter, recent investigations have re-emphasized that the partial vignetting of the field of view or/and
LOS passing through regions with strong gradients in the radiation emission require a thorough
treatment of the LOS geometry [10, 11].

3
3.1

Bolometer sensor types
Resistive bolometers

Resistive bolometers detect the temperature change in the absorber by a change of resistance in
a metallic resistor placed underneath the absorber (see figure 2). Two absorbers, measurement
Ch3

Plasma radiation
reference

measurement

Au Absorber
20 µm

600 µm
Si Frame

2 cm

Reference sensor

Sensor prototype v2

Si3N4 Insulator - 3 µm

2 x 1 kΩ Pt Sensor
(30 µm x 300nm meander)

Figure 2. Principle of the resistive bolometer. Plasma radiation heats up the absorber (left). Measurement
and reference absorbers are combined within one channel (middle). Electrical resistors in a meander shape
underneath the absorbers are combined in a Wheatstone bridge configuration (right) yielding a sensitive
signal proportional to the temperature increase of the measurement absorber due to plasma radiation.

and reference absorber, are combined within one bolometer channel while the reference absorber
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is shielded from plasma radiation. The resistors underneath both absorbers are combined in the
electrical scheme of a Wheatstone bridge. This results in a very sensitive signal proportional to
the incoming plasma radiation. Temperature changes affecting both, measurement and reference
absorber, equally, like e.g. environmental temperature, are compensated and do not influence the
signal. The first miniaturised and integrated sensor of this type has been developed in 1991 [12].
The incident time dependent plasma radiation Prad (t) can be approximated by


C1 κ
dUS (t)
Prad (t) =
· τ
+ C2US (t)
Ubol
dt

(3.1)

C1 and C2 are constants of the electrical circuit, Ubol is the voltage driving the Wheatstone bridge,
US the resulting imbalance of the bridge and the measurement signal. τ and κ are the calibration
constants denoting the cooling time constant and normalised heat capacity of the sensor, respectively.
These calibration constants can be determined in-situ before every plasma discharge by applying
a voltage to the bridge and measuring the resulting current and its decay during the heating up
of the absorber. A detailed derivation of the corresponding equations (leading ultimately to eq.
3.1) and the definitions of the constants are given in [13]. An alternative scheme to calibrate and
operate resistive bolometers has recently been established having simpler and less expensive data
acquisition electronics in mind [14].
The scheme of absolute in-situ calibration laid the basis for resistive bolometer sensors to
advance to the state-of-the-art sensor for absolute radiation measurements in magnetic confinement fusion worldwide. However, a drawback of this sensor is that using a Wheatstone bridge
configuration for measurements requires four signal wires for each channel. This results in a high
amount of cabling for this diagnostic and also in its sensitivity to noise due to electro-magnetic
interference (EMI). Furthermore, while the layout of this sensor with measurement and reference
absorber makes it insensitive to elevated environmental temperature it does make it sensitive to
any thermal gradients between the two absorbers. This will be discussed in slightly more detail in
section 4.4.
The theoretical limit of the latency for the resistive bolometers depends on the thermal transfer
time between depositing the radiative power in the absorber and detecting this temperature increase
in the resistors underneath. It depends on the thermal conductivity and thickness of the materials
used and varies typically between 2 µs and 2 ms [15]. In reality, resulting time resolutions depend
on the sampling rate of the data acquisition electronics and the noise of the signal. Typically, the
latter requires evaluating a time average of the measured bridge imbalance as the calculation of the
radiated power involves a time derivative (see eq. 3.1) and thus enhances any picked up noise. This
leads to typical time resolutions in current devices of the evaluated radiated power in the order of
10 ms, which can be reduced to 1 ms if the signal to noise ratio is high.
The noise level of this sensor strongly depends on the time resolution employed. Noise
equivalent powers of as low as 0.2 µW could be measured under laboratory conditions using long
integrations times [16]. Current devices like e.g. ASDEX Upgrade show noise levels between
20 µW and 800 µW, depending on channel and the data treatment applied to filter the derivative in
eq. 3.1. The main reason for the enhanced noise level compared to the ideal laboratory environment
is EMI pick-up in the many signal cables which are difficult to shield absolutely in fusion devices.
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3.2

Infrared imaging video bolometers

In the case of infrared imaging video bolometers (IRVB) a thin metallic foil is heated by plasma
radiation and the temperature distribution on the foil is monitored by an IR camera. The principle
of an IRVB pinhole camera is sketched in figure 3 and presented in detail in [17, 18]. To determine
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Figure 3. Sketch of an IRVB pinhole camera indicating the sources and sinks determining the temperature
distribution on the thin metallic foil (typically 7 cm×9 cm, 2.5 µm thick).

the incident radiative power, Prad , from the measured foil temperature distribution T, one has to
solve the two-dimensional heat diffusion equation for the foil:
4
4
∂ 2T ∂ 2T
Prad
1 ∂T  σS−B (T − T0 )
+
=
+
+
kt f
∂ x2 ∂ y2
kt f l 2 κ ∂t

(3.2)

Accordingly, the 2D-distribution of the temperature on the foil is determined by the incoming
plasma radiation, the thermal diffusivity towards the supporting copper frame and the black body
radiation of the blackened foil. l denotes the size of a bolometer pixel as imaged by the pixels of the
IR camera.  is the emissivity of the foil, which is blackened and thus kept as close to 1 as possible.
The foil thermal conductivity k, its thickness t f and its thermal diffusivity κ are the calibration
constants. They depend on the material of the foil and show a spatial variation due to tolerances of
the manufacturing process. Therefore, the IRVB requires a demanding 2D calibration procedure.
The advantage of the IRVB is that it can provide a large number of LOS within a relatively
small space envelope. The number is determined by the number of pixels of the IR camera onto
which the image of the foil is mapped by the observing optics. Thus, using sensitive state-of-the-art
IR cameras with typically 1024×1280 pixels allow a binning of 40×40 camera pixels into one
bolometer pixel resulting in about 768 LOS within one camera. However, IRVB views are typically
oriented toroidally which makes it difficult to conclude on the achievable spatial resolution from
the amount of LOS only; the quality of the data and the inversion method applied have a strong
impact on the kind of radiation patterns which can be resolved. As IR cameras operate usually with
frame rates in the order of 100 Hz for the full frame, time resolutions of 10 ms can be achieved in
an optimal case.
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This type of diagnostic has first been established in 2000 on LHD [17]. Meanwhile, this
diagnostic is operational on LHD, K-Star, Aditya-U and GAMMA10/PDX. It has also been operated
at JT60-U, Alcator C-Mod and SST-1, is installed on MAST-U and conceptual design studies are
in progress for Heliotron J, W7-X and ASDEX Upgrade.
3.3

AXUV diodes

AXUV diodes measure photons by a photo current generated in a p-n-junction with very high
quantum efficiency [19]. They are often used in conjunction with bolometers to detect radiation
since the early 1990s. The resulting photo-current should, in principle, be proportional to the
incident radiative power. Unlike resistive bolometers, AXUV diodes are neither sensitive to neutral
particles with energies below 200 eV nor pressure changes. But in principle electrons, ions,
neutrons and higher energetic neutral particles may create electron-hole pairs in the diodes and
thereby causing a parasitic signal. Nonetheless, due to their easy way of use, low investment costs,
the low noise and the high time resolution with sampling rates of up to 2 MHz they provide a unique
opportunity to measure fast radiation events. These advantages explain their use on most fusion
experiments world-wide.
However, their sensitivity is constant only for photon energies above ≈200 eV. Below this
value, they show a strong dependency on the photon energy which makes the interpretation of the
measurement signal as total plasma radiation difficult if not impossible. Furthermore, it has been
observed that the diodes degrade in their efficiency during the exposure to an active experiment
[20]. The impact on measurements of radiation emission profiles could clearly be observed e.g.
in measurements on Alcator C-Mod, where it was demonstrated that radiation emission profiles
deduced from measurements of AXUV diodes are consistent with those from resistive bolometers
in the plasma center but deviate strongly in the outer half [21]. This is due to the temperature
distribution in a fusion device. At the high core temperatures (Te ≥ 500 eV), the major part of the
radiation results in photon energies for which diodes have an optimal sensitivity. For the radiation
at the edge (Te ≤ 500 eV), where the dominant radiation power is emitted in the VUV and VIS
range, diodes have a reduced sensitivity and strong dependence on the photon energy and usually
measure too low signals.
3.4

Fibre optic bolometers

Fibre optic bolometers are a very new development which started off about three years ago with first
prototypes and measurements in the lab [22] and recent improvements to enhance the achievable
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [23]. In this case the miniature thermometer is also the absorber (figure
4): a small silicon disc of about 300 µm diameter and 75 µm thickness is attached to the end of
a single mode optical fibre. This results in a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) attached directly to
the cleaved end of the optical fibre which can be interrogated by a NIR laser. The silicon absorbs
the incident radiation and converts it into temperature variation which alters the optical path length
of the silicon FPI and thus shifts the fringes of its reflection spectrum. The power density of the
incident radiation is deduced by interrogating the fringe positions of the FPI. Introducing a Au
coating on top of the silicon disc and a high-reflective dielectric coating on the bottom and using a
small piece of a graded index multi-mode fibre (GI-MMF) as collimator for the laser light increased
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the sensitivity of this sensor to a noise-equivalent power density of 0.27 W/m2 , which is comparable
to resistive bolometers.
HR dielectric Coating

Au Coating

Radiation

Single-mode fiber (SMF)

IR Laser

Core
Cladding

Collimator (GI-MMF)

Silicon

Figure 4. Principle of a fibre-optic bolometer sensor.

As the temperature change in the absorber is detected from line shifts of interference fringes
and not from the measured intensity, this type of sensor is immune to the fibre browning and any
EMI. Response times vary between 150 ms and 400 ms, depending on the surface-to-volume ratio
of the silicon pillar. This makes them relatively slow, but due to the immunity to EMI, their small
size and compatibility to high operating temperatures, they are expected to support well physics
studies in near-term devices.
3.5

Ferro-electric bolometers

Capacitive bolometers are based on a thin-film ferro-electric capacitor that exhibits large capacitance
changes as a function of temperature [24]. The capacitor can be placed in a capacitive bridge in a
similar fashion as the resistive bolometers but also it can be constructed as a LC resonance circuit,
which makes it possible to measure a number of channels (with different resonance frequencies)
with just two wires. The ferroelectric film has the promise of being relatively radiation hard and
might be well suited for a burning plasma environment. However, since initial feasibility studies
they were not further developed. Thus, despite the potential of ferro-electric bolometers, significant
development efforts still need to be made in order to overcome the technological problems such as
the unexpected difficulties in etching structures adequate for a bolometer or the adequate electrical
contacts. No working prototype was installed on any fusion device so far.

4

Developments for current and future devices

Future fusion devices, in particular ITER, will require bolometer sensors to operate under more
stringent requirements than in presently operating devices. The most obvious of these requirements
is the operation under high nuclear and thermal loads. But also stray radiation from external RF
heating combined with long discharge durations results in higher thermal loads and may induce a
signal in the bolometer sensor which is comparable or even larger than the one from plasma radiation.
The enhanced thermal loads lead to thermal gradients on support structures which result in thermal
drifts of the bolometer signal if not mitigated. Furthermore, the bolometer diagnostic will have to
measure the total plasma radiation reliably in a wide range of plasma scenarii under varying spectral
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distributions of the radiation, e.g. due to radiative cooling. Also, sensors have to be sensitive to
high energy photons as bremsstrahlung in high temperature plasmas like in ITER is expected to
show a broad spectrum up to several tens of keV. These requirements already start playing a more
and more significant role even in presently operating long-pulse devices. Accordingly, bolometer
sensors have to be developed which can cope with these demands. The following sections will give
a brief overview over recent development efforts focused on resistive bolometers and IRVB to meet
these requirements.
4.1

Mechanical stability of resistive bolometers at high temperatures

The first resistive bolometer sensors developed in view of ITER used Pt absorbers on SiN membranes
as these materials have low neutron cross sections and thus are resistant against the expected nuclear
loads. However, albeit prototypes showed a promising sensitivity [25], thermal cycling up to
temperatures of 450 C◦ leads to breaking membranes. Finite-element analysis revealed that intrinsic
stresses from the manufacturing process paired with different thermal expansion coefficients for
absorber and membrane leads to high localised stresses and breaking during the fatigue cycle under
thermal cycling [26]. Thus, new material combinations for the sensor are being tested.
The high temperature bolometer sensors on JET used Au absorbers on a Mica foil. To overcome
the variations of the material properties of the natural material Mica, a similar approach but using
up to 25 µm thin ZrO2 foils as self-supporting substrate is being tried as one alternative for ITER.
The first set of prototypes from the ongoing development programme is being expected available
for testing by the end of 2019.
Another approach tested is to support the absorbers using flexure hinges [27], similar as for
acceleration sensors. Prototypes were manufactured and successfully thermally cycled up to 450 C◦
without failures. Measurements of the deflection of the absorbers out of plane at room temperature
are very well in agreement with results from FE modeling, demonstrating the good stress absorption
by the flexure hinges. However, the hinges also provide a longer thermal path from the sensor to
the heat sink which leads to increased values of the calibration constants τ and κ. Accordingly, the
application of this variant as bolometer sensor requires further optimization.
A third approach is based on the developments for the first ITER prototypes with Pt absorbers
but uses Au absorbers instead. The reason is that Au is more ductile and should thus induce lower
stresses into the membrane while keeping the advantages of relatively easy handling of the sensors
in the Si-frame as compared to the thin self-supporting substrates. These attempts have meanwhile
been successful and produced bolometer sensors with 20 µm thick absorbers to provide a sufficient
absorption of high energy photons. They were thermally cycled up to 400 C◦ . A good yield of 95
% of channels that withstand the thermal cycling out of the 128 tested was obtained. The failure
rate saturated within the first five thermal cycles and did not change for an additional five thermal
cycles. This makes this approach a very promising candidate for use in ITER. However, as with
the other variants, prototypes will have to be irradiation tested before finally concluding on their
expected lifetime in ITER.
4.2

Spectral sensitivity of bolometer sensors

In an ideal case a bolometer sensor has a spectral sensitivity of 1 over the whole spectral range.
For first sensor types based on Au absorbers on a Kapton foil with an additional black Ni layer
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the efficiency was measured and confirmed to be close to unity for wavelengths between 1 µm and
1 nm (1.2 eV and 1.2 keV, respectively) [28]. Similar measurements were performed for a sensor
based on Pt absorbers on SiN membranes with two different absorber thicknesses [16]. In this case
the efficiency was also close to unity in the energy range between 20 eV and 10 keV (62 nm and
0.12 nm, respectively). For higher energies the efficiency drops according to the reduced photon
absorption coefficient and for lower energies the reflections on the pure Pt surface play an important
role. As these are the energy ranges most important for plasma scenarii with a high fraction of line
radiation and LOS observing colder plasma regions (Te . 50 eV), they are of particular interest,
as confirmed e.g. by measurements performed on the linear plasma device Magnum-PSI using a
blackened Au absorber, which demonstrated clearly the beneficial effect of a blackened absorber
[29]. Similar measurements have also been performed on TCV indicating the improvement, too
[30].
Accordingly, efforts have been undertaken to develop a blackening process for the current
generation of resistive bolometer sensors. Sputtered carbon coating turned out to be well compatible
with the manufacturing processes and resulted in acceptable absorption coefficients above 80 % for
the VIS and VUV (between 400–100 nm, respectively 3.1–12 eV). Samples with this coating have
been installed during the recently completed operational campaign OP1.2b in Wendelstein 7-X and
showed no visible degradation so far (see figure 5), demonstrating the durability of the chosen
coating. Measurements to characterise the reflectivity of the coating are ongoing.

Figure 5. Photos of C-coated resistive bolometer sensors before (left) and after (right) operation in W7-X.

Blackening of the foil is also an important aspect for IRVB. In this case a vacuum evaporated
carbon coating has been developed which significantly enhanced reproducibility and uniformity of
the calibration process so that uncertainties less than about 10 % could be achieved [31, 32].
4.3

Shielding against mm-wave stray radiation

In case fusion plasmas are heated by external radio-frequency (RF) heating and the external RF
power is not fully absorbed, this part is reflected multiple times by the in-vessel components and its
power might get deposited even in remote places inside the vacuum vessel. In particular for longpulse experiments this can result in significant thermal loads on components and sensors if they are
not shielded properly [33]. Already during the construction phase of W7-X this has been considered
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for bolometers [34] and mitigation methods proposed. But also for experiments with shorter pulse
lengths mm-wave stray radiation can reach levels on bolometer sensors which are comparable to the
radiation signal, as experience from EAST demonstrates [35]. Thus, also on W7-X and ASDEX
Upgrade counter measures like microwave reflecting grids have been implemented in the pinhole or
directly in front of the sensors. Additionally, microwave absorbing coatings like Al2 O3 /TiO2 have
been applied to the inner side of bolometer cameras. This resulted in damping factors in the order
of about 300 yielding reliable measurements.
However, in the case of ITER the estimated levels of stray radiation from electron cyclotron
resonance heating might reach levels significantly higher than the expected signal levels from
plasma radiation, thus requiring attenuation factors up to 107 . In a dedicated campaign prototypes
of collimator cameras have been developed featuring a microwave reflecting grid and inner surfaces
coated with the microwave absorbing ceramic Al2 O3 /TiO2 . Measurements in the lab and in the test
facility MISTRAL [36] demonstrated that the required attenuation factor could indeed be achieved
over a broad frequency range [37]. The methods developed provide a good basis to tailor the needs
of attenuating mm-wave stray radiation and ensure a design of the bolometer diagnostic which can
cope with various levels of stray power.
4.4

Tackling thermal drifts

Bolometer sensors have shown for many years that they are sensitive to thermal drifts induced by
thermal loads of various origins onto the sensor support structure. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, the calibration constants depend on temperature as the underlying material parameters
like thermal conductivity or specific heat capacity depend on temperature. This effect can be
compensated by the additional measurement of the current through the Wheatstone bridge [38, 39].
The latter provides a measurement proportional to the temperature of the sensor and can be used to
interpolate the correct value of the calibration parameters from previous calibration runs in the lab.
Secondly, thermal loads can lead to temperature gradients between measurement and reference
absorber, thus giving rise to a bridge imbalance which cannot be distinguished from one induced
by plasma radiation only. As estimated signal levels in ITER correspond to temperature increases
of the measurement absorber by 0.1–0.7 K only and noise levels to 0.05 K a sensitive reaction to
these gradients is expected. A detailed investigation of the impact of thermal gradients between
measurement and reference absorber is presented in [40]. The need for compensation methods
and maximization of sensor sensitivity as well as minimizing the intrinsic bridge imbalance (e.g.
by re-designing the track layout on the sensor to be better balanced) is concluded. This is part of
ongoing developments.
4.5

IRVB concept for ITER

The reference bolometer sensor for ITER is the resistive bolometer [41]. However, it is seen as
beneficial to complement the diagnostic system at ITER with a second sensor type to reduce the
risk of single mode failures by using a different technology. Also, cross comparisons between
different sensor types will improve the interpretation and understanding of the measured radiation.
The IRVB is seen as a potential candidate and investigations how it could be implemented in ITER
are ongoing. The currently proposed concept foresees two cameras mounted in an equatorial port
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plug with a 36 µm thick Pt foil and a field of view of 20 × 15 pixels for the plasma core and a 6 µm
thick Pt foil and a field of view of 24 × 32 pixels for the divertor region. The thick foil is needed
for the core to capture the high energy photons from the plasma centre. The thinner foil for the
divertor region makes use of the lower photon energies to increase sensitivity while still capturing
all photons. For both cameras state-of-the-art IR cameras shall be used, typically with 1024 × 1280
pixels and a full frame rate of 105 Hz. Based on simulations of the plasma radiation for plasma core
(using the SANCO code) and edge (from SOLPS modelling) the expected SNR of the proposed
systems could be estimated using eq. 1 in [42]. With a SNR of about 65 for the core and 37 for the
divertor region the proposed systems are seen as well able to measure the plasma radiation.
To tackle the challenging calibration of the IRVB system an improved approach has been
presented recently [32]. It is based on a removable unit which can be attached to the IRVB viewing
system and uses a visible laser of known power to illuminate individual pixels of the detection foil.
A mirror mounted on a biaxial goniometer scans the laser over the whole surface of the foil. Its
resulting temperature distribution is detected by the IR camera and thus the calibration constants
are measured. Combined with the improved carbon coatings (see section 4.2) calibration errors
could be suppressed to less than about 10 %. Furthermore, the application of this system during a
deuterium campaign on LHD demonstrated a good resilience against neutrons and plasma radiation
from both, plasma discharges and glow discharges [32].
Open issues in view of the application in ITER are the space availability to actually integrate
such systems in the fully occupied ports and the need of refractive optics to image the foil onto the
IR camera without exposing it to directly streaming neutrons. Finally, mitigations for the impact of
the high nuclear heating of the foil are still to be developed and tested.

5

Radiation measurement concept for DEMO

The plasma control system on DEMO should provide very reliable control mechanisms to prevent
disruptions and overloading of plasma facing components. Accordingly, the plasma state on DEMO
is foreseen to be determined by a sufficient number of measurements together with real-time plasma
simulation, so-called advanced control models [43, 44]. The advanced control models shall capture
most of the expected evolutions of the plasma state and allow for early reaction of the control system
using slow and/or weak actuators. Unexpected events (e.g. impurity ingress, hardware failure, . . . )
cannot be predicted by models. In such cases an early reaction can only be based on measurements.
Diagnostics will also have to comply to the high neutron fluences in DEMO and the required high
reliability and long life-time of all components. Thus, for each measurement task ideally two or
more systems should be available. However, the high nuclear loads and the need for a high tritium
breeding ratio will allow only for much fewer systems and views as compared to current devices or
ITER. Accordingly, the final goal will be to establish a pre-defined scenario which can be handled
with only few signals and slow and weak actuators. A set of suitable diagnostics was proposed in
[44].
One of the potential controls to be implemented in DEMO is to keep the plasma in the high
confinement regime, i.e. one needs to control the power flow over the separatrix such that it is
kept above the L-H power threshold, but only with little margin to avoid an overloading of plasma
facing components. For this, a control signal proportional to the plasma core radiation is needed.
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Candidates for suitable sensors are under investigation. In case one would implement a sensor based
on current resistive bolometer sensors and consider all the requirements on diagnostics in DEMO
mentioned above, the sensors would have to be retracted behind the port plug flanges to keep them
in an area with nuclear loads comparable to those bolometer sensors in ITER will have to survive.
This would give the additional advantage of having them accessible in case of failures and be able
to exchange them. The corresponding LOS have been presented recently [45]. They result in very
narrow viewing cones, which have to pass through ducts of 8 m length. Despite the high radiative
power from the DEMO plasma estimations result in power on the sensor area of up to 30 µW. This
will result in a very low SNR. However, the good news is that a measurement signal proportional
to the plasma core radiation can be provided, even if very noisy.

6

Conclusions

Radiation measurements using bolometers play an important role in understanding and controlling
magnetically confined plasmas. Resistive bolometers are the well-established sensor type for
absolute radiation measurements and actively being developed for use in future devices. IRVB are
a promising alternative avoiding electromagnetic interferences but require further development of
the in-situ calibration for the absolute measurement of the radiative power. AXUV diodes and fibre
optic bolometers complement measurements well on current devices but are not suited for enhanced
nuclear loads as expected for ITER and DEMO.
Developments of sensors and components of resistive bolometers and IRVB for ITER are
well under way. However, still a number of issues need to be solved, like the validation of the
compatibility of sensors and components for the nuclear environment and the use in long plasma
operations. Furthermore, sensors and data evaluation techniques need to be optimized to cope with
the varying radiation spectra and thermal loads. In view of DEMO sensors will have to be placed
in remote locations to assure sufficiently benign nuclear loads and accessibility during operation.
Also, control mechanisms compatible to few and noisy signals have to be developed. However,
based on current sensor technology assessments indicate that a control signal proportional to the
core plasma radiation can be provided, even if it means operation close to a SNR of 1.
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